Nick Lewin:

Nielsen
POSTER AUCTION
The Golden Age of Magic Posters -The Nielsen Collection Part Two

A

very special event is taking
place in the magic world on
February 4th 2017 with the
second auction from Potter
& Potter dedicated to the world-class
collection of magic posters from the
collection of Norm and Lupe Nielsen.
The first auction took place in the
summer of 2016, and provided a
treasure trove of classic magic posters
being released to magical collectors
worldwide. The upcoming auction
is the second half of this auspicious
event and promises to be just as big a
delight to magicians around the globe.
The auction commences at 10:00AM,
following three days of exhibition
from February 1-3. Online bidding is
encouraged and all the details can be
found at potterauctions.com
The phone number for enquiries is 733
472 1442.
The items being auctioned vary from
highly collectible magical masterpieces
such as exotic Houdini, Chung Ling
Soo, and Thurston gems to the much
more reasonably priced posters of
contemporary masters such as David
Copperfield, Ricky Jay, and Channing
Pollack. There will be many enticing
items available for every magician’s
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taste during the event, in addition to
the contagious drama of following and
possibly contributing to the excitement
of a world-class live auction. Estimates
of expected bids are available on the
downloadable PDF on the Potter &
Potter website.

The Nielsen Collection
I have known the Nielsens for many
years and truly treasure their friendship.
One of my greatest thrills in magic
was the day I was lucky enough
to be allowed to view the Nielsen
poster collection. It was housed in
the specially constructed art gallery
attached to the Nielsen home in Las
Vegas. Actually calling it merely a
home is an understatement as Norm
and Lupe’s Nevada compound is part
museum, part workshop, and part
delightfully comfortable living space.
To sit in the Nielsen’s living room is to
be surrounded by a glorious pageant of
magical artifacts, each one begging for
closer examination.
The Nielsen art gallery is situated in a
small building adjacent to their home
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and it was the ideal spot to house one
of the world’s premier collections of
magical artwork. I had never been a
particular enthusiast of magic posters
until I saw the Nielsen collection on that
visit. For me the vivid and exotic nature
of the various posters had to be seen
in person to be fully appreciated. None
of the illustrations I had seen in books
fully prepared me for the intensity of
the colors and the visceral impact of the
artwork that I saw before me. I stood
gazing in awe at each of the posters
while Norm was the perfect curator; he
was silent when he needed to be, but
always ready with a thorough answer to
any questions that I posed.
Nielsen began his collection of magic
posters approximately 30 years ago
with the acquisition of a Fu Manchu
“Dancing Girls” poster. His collection
quickly assumed epic proportions and
then as his wife Lupe says, “Our pursuit
of posters became ceaseless!” In the
last three decades the Nielsens have
gathered one of the finest and most
distinguished collections in the world
of these rare and ephemeral magical
artifacts.

“

...FINEST AND MOST DISTINGUISHED COLLECTIONS
IN THE WORLD OF RARE AND EPHEMERAL MAGICAL
ARTIFACTS.”
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Norm, Lupe and Nick
Lewin in the workshop

Lupe in her workshop

Norm at home relaxing

From a historical or esthetic viewpoint
it is impossible for any lover of
the magical arts to be unmoved
by the vision it took to assemble
these masterpieces into a coherent
exhibition. The posters were
painstakingly and lovingly restored to
their former glory as and when needed
during the formation of the collection.
The entire project was very plainly a
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labor of love.
To a certain degree I regret seeing
such a magnificent collection
being auctioned and therefore
deconstructed into individual items.
However the joy that these posters
will bring to their new owners is a very
profound compensation. I recently
stood in my friend Ray Anderson’s
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living room and marveled at a Howard
Thurston 3-sheet called "Vignettes”
that he had acquired in the first part
of “The Golden Age Of Magic Posters.”
It was undeniably evident that seeing
such a stunning piece of artwork
perfectly highlighted as a solo item
gave one a fresh and thrilling insight
into the truly awesome quality of the
artwork.

Norm and Lupe

Their front
entrance as you
enter their home.

Norm and Lupe Nielsen—The Collectors
Both individually and as a team I consider Norm and Lupe
to be among the finest that the magic world has to offer. As
performers, collectors, and manufacturers they highlight what
I consider the highest attributes of the magic community.
Indeed an art collection of the class and caliber of the one
they assembled could only have emanated from such very
special people.
To collect this many rare, and in some cases almost unique,
items takes knowledge, perseverance, a mammoth amount
of good will within the magic world and a healthy dash of
obsession! I would therefore like to give you a brief thumbnail
sketch of the dynamic dyadic behind the Nielsen Collection.

“

Original Posters in their home.
Lupe relaxing

TO COLLECT THIS MANY RARE, AND IN SOME CASES
ALMOST UNIQUE ITEMS TAKES KNOWLEDGE,
PERSEVERANCE, A MAMMOTH AMOUNT OF GOOD
WILL WITHIN THE MAGIC WORLD AND A HEALTHY
DASH OF OBSESSION!”
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Norm Nielsen

Lupe Nielsen

Born in Kenosha, Wisconsin in 1934, Norm Nielsen’s love
of magic was sparked when he witnessed a performance
by the seminal magician and magical teacher Neil Foster. A
few years later Norm moved to Los Angeles, where in 1953
he graduated from Foster’s iconic Chavez College of Magic.
Nielsen went on to develop one of the most commercially
and artistically successful manipulative acts in magic.
Norm’s early appearances on television shows such as “The
Ed Sullivan Show” created a high visibility and a resounding
buzz in the entertainment world. He used this career boost
as the fulcrum to become a full-time magician.

Lupe was born in the Central American country of Panama
and she developed an enduring interest in magic from an
early age. In the 70s, at the age of 11, she saw Norm Nielsen
on television; she was very impressed by his elegant magic
but had no idea that their lives would become so closely
linked in future years. After moving to the United States,
Lupe began performing sleight of hand shows on a regular
basis. To this day she is a skilled and very successful closeup magician.

Norm’s combination of faultless card and coin manipulation,
based around a musical theme very quickly became an
international sensation, For several decades he toured the
world appearing on the stages of its premiere theaters
and showrooms. Nielsen’s famous floating violin became
a trademark routine that served to inspire many, but was
equaled by none. The finale to Nielsen’s show, when the
violin “walks” out on stage to take its own bow is a moment
of pure show business genius. If by any chance you are not
familiar with Norm’s show I recommend you immediately
go to You Tube and give yourself a lesson in magic and
showmanship.
In 1953 Norm created his company Nielsen Magic that
created magical props of the highest quality. The company
is still going strong to this day and is famous for its
attention to detail and a devotion to excellence that places
it at the pinnacle of any similar ongoing concern. This
business is now supervised and run by Norm’s wife Lupe.
The first item that Nielsen began manufactured was his
signature “Rubber Dove.” This was begun due to the request
of Johnny Thompson who told him that such an item was
sorely needed and also completely unavailable. I for one am
happy Norm listened to Johnny because for the last thirty
years I have purchased a new dove every year (whether it
needed replacing or not) in an almost ritualistic manner.
I can never bring myself to discard the old doves though,
and my magic cupboard looks like a scene from Alfred
Hitchcock’s movie “The Birds,” with rows and rows of white
doves perched on shelves!
In 1993 Nielsen moved from Los Angeles to Las Vegas, when
his friend Peter Reveen phoned Norm and told him that he
had found the perfect home for him to occupy. The house
was indeed ideal for the expanding business that Norm
was developing and today it houses the Nielsen’s exquisite
personal collection of magical props and posters. Situated
behind the house is a state of the art workshop where the
Nielsen product line is painstakingly manufactured by the
couple.
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In time honored fashion Lupe began by perfecting her
magical skills through performing on a very regular basis
and she notched up over 1000 shows at Busch Gardens in
Williamsburg, Virginia. It is amazing how slick your magic
gets when you perform six 20 minute shows a day. After
moving to the Boston suburb of Watertown, Lupe spent a
lot of time acquiring knowledge and honing her magical
skills at Ray Goulet’s famous “Magic Art Studio.” Lupe then



S P E C I A L F E AT U R E

Nielsen's favorite

I

Posters at upcoming auction

asked Norm and Lupe to highlight some of their personal favorite posters that are being featured in the upcoming Potter & Potter auction and I want to share the
ten items that they selected for me. I will list these items
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along with a brief description and the lot numbers from the
auction catalogue. Be prepared for your mouth to water at
the details of these gems!

Lot 77. Fu Manchu--- Caricature Lot.

Lot 231. Thurston. The Levitation.

This poster of Fu Manchu (David
Bamberg) dates to 1940 and features
the famous Si-Di caricature of the
performer. The item features Fu’s name
in red at the top of the poster and is
over-printed for an appearance at the
“Teatro Apollo.” The poster is inscribed
and signed by Fu Manchu himself.

This lot is a highly collectable poster of
the magical legend Howard Thurston,
it was printed by the Strobridge Litho.
Company in the year 1908. It is a magnificent representation of perhaps the
most famous illusion from the legendary Thurston Show.
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Lot 51. Chung Ling Soo. The Friedländer Por trait.

A handsome stone lithograph portrait
of Chung Ling Soo (William Ellsworth
Robinson,) this poster was painted
by German artist Adolf Friedländer in
1901. The lithograph features a central
portrait of the legendary magician
flanked by illustrations of exotic
dragons and vignettes from Chung
Ling Soo’s act. This is one of only two
examples of this item that is known to
exist.
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Lot 184. Nicola.
This billboard-size poster advertises
the escape feats of Nicola (William Mozart Nicol) and was executed by the St.
Paul, Standard Litho. Company in 1920.
It features a full-length central portrait
of the magician bound from head to
toes in handcuffs and shackles. The
portrait is surrounded by complimentary images of Nicola’s various escape
feats. The poster is one of only three
known examples of this item.

Lot 254. Vonetta. Por trait.
This rare poster features the incomparable Vonetta (Etta Paul) and was
executed in 1910 by David Allen &
Sons in Belfast, Ireland. A bust portrait
of Vonetta looms large above a huge
cast of differently garbed characters
which parade through the poster.
On closer examination, it becomes
evident that the “other” characters are,
in fact, Vonetta herself, who presented
a quick-change routine as part of her
magic show.

Lot 156. Malini. Panel.t.
Max Malini (Max Katz Breit) was a
performer who was famous for his
appearances before monarchs, presidents and society elite. He was best
known for his impromptu miracles,
many of which were in fact far from
being impromptu. This vivid two-color
broadside features a photographic
portrait of the famous Jewish-American magician and is the only known
example of this particular portrait.
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Lot 197. Powell. Consultation.
This extremely rare poster of Frederick
Eugene Powell was published in New
York by the H.C. Miner Litho. Company.
This magnificent lithographed poster
shows the mustache-clad magician
discussing a passage in an open book
with his costumed assistant, while a
clown and two imps fetch books from
a massive and well-stocked library
behind him.
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Lot 99. Harry Houdini. The Water Tor ture Cell.
This portrait of Harry Houdini (Ehrich
Weiss) the world’s most famous
magician, is by Dangerfield and was
published in London, England in 1912.
The item features Houdini’s most iconic escape “The Chinese Water Torture
Cell.” The poster is 40 x 88 inches in
size and is one of only three examples
known of this particular work.

Lot 98. Herrmann The Great. Por trait.
This poster from the Metropolitan
Printing Company features Leon
Herrmann in a half-length portrait. The
painting features tiny demons climbing over a handsome magic wand held
between the hands of the performer
while a third demon is seen whispering in Herrmann’s ear

Lot 117. Kellar. A Walk in the Woods.
This spectacular item is a poster that
was created by the Strobridge Litho.
Company in the year 1900. It is a beautiful example of the whimsical poster
showing the famous magician Harry
Kellar (Heinrich Kellar) clad in formal
wear and sporting a black top hat,
strolling through an imp filled scene in
the midst of a forest.
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Potter &Potter
Nick Lewin
takes a look at
one of the most
prestigious
auction houses
in the world.
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n the scope of this story I would
like to focus a little on the prestigious auction house that is offering
the Nielsen poster collection for
sale to the public. Potter & Potter Auctions is one of the most respected auction houses in the world, and I would
like to begin by thanking them for the
efficient and gracious help they have
given me in preparing this article.
It is not generally known what a wonderful source Potter & Potter has become for magicians around the world.
As well as specific collections and
offerings such as the Nielsen “Golden
Age of Magic Posters,” the company
has an ongoing bi-monthly auction
of classical magical memorabilia and
artifacts. I strongly suggest the serious
magical enthusiast follow their website at potterauctions.com to see the
mouth watering items that they are
offering the discriminating collector
and magical connoisseur.
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Reviewing the potterauctions.com
website recently reveals some items
that are historically and esthetically
of serious interest to members of the
magical fraternity. If you have a hankering to own one of the legendary
Cardini’s performing stage costumes,
you need look no further to find such a
unique item. For the average consumer an estimated figure of $71,000 for
this particular item may be a little too
rich for their blood, however for the
right person it is a chance to own an
almost impossible to find gem.
A glance at the web site also revealed
a much more reasonable item that
certainly caught my eye. You may be
able to buy a Tom Mullica wallet from a
number of different sources, however,
to purchase the actual wallet that belonged to Mullica then this is the place
to go. A signed Dai Vernon silhouette,
that they offer, is yet another one of a
kind item that will add prestige to any
prized magic collection. The website

is constantly being updated, so add a
link on your browser to keep track of
their latest offerings.
Another project that Potter & Potter
have recently launched is of special
interest to magicians whose pockets
are maybe not quite as deep. The company has created an online magic store
that features every kind of magical
item that they may desire. High quality
books, posters, props, and memorabilia are featured for sale on their web
site quickerthantheeye.com It is a rare
magician who could peruse this site
without finding something that could
brighten their day substantially.
I recently purchased Potter & Potter’s superbly published hardback
catalogue of the first Nielsen poster
auction and it graces my coffee table.
A second volume of this book, covering the upcoming auction, is due to
be published shortly and will make a
great companion piece. Both highly
collectable books are available from
potterauctions.com and also obtainable directly from Norm and Lupe at
nnmagic.com There is even “The Art of
Magic - 2017 Calendar” currently available which will look great on the wall
of any magic den.
Magic has found a wonderful new resource in Potter & Potter and I strongly
recommend that you avail yourself of
their contributions. In this day and age
of the prominence of instant downloads, it is great to find a company that
offers unique and highly collectable
items for each and every magician.
Whether you are a connoisseur or a devoted hobbyist you will enjoy browsing the offerings of this outstanding
company.

Lot 139. Leroy --- Levitation Lot.
This lot features famed artist Adolph
Friedländer’s portrait of the great Leroy
Servais and the poster dates back to
1905 in Hamburg Germany. This image
features LeRoy’s greatest creation, the
“Asrah Levitation.” The levitation and
vanish of a female assistant illustrates
what quickly became a classic in the
arsenal of magicians worldwide.
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